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                            PACKING MATERIAL FOR HOME MOVE OR OFFICE MOVES

Everyone think that packing process is one among the worst parts when moving home. But  it’s trying to trace down enough boxes to carry all of your belonginess!  calculate boxes

We’re here to make sure that your upcoming move goes easier and smoothly as possible. At Gago movers, we have good sized boxes to fit goods. Just give us a call and we will have them delivered right to your door before the moving day. 

We’ve got the correct sized boxes for everything in your home. undecided which boxes are best for every items? Just try the suggestions boxes below and see which is best for you. We’re here to assist and make your moving experience easier.

	
SMALL BOX

2.5 cu. ft

457 x 333 x 333mm

£2.95

	[image: ]


Small and mighty, these packing boxes are great for items that are smaller and more dense. That means things like books, DVDs, video game consoles, cleaning supplies, magazines, tools, pantry items, canned food, and all those little trinkets. These are boxes are perfect for packing up those heavier items, since they are hard to overload. When you’re packing, remember this rule: the heavier the item, the smaller the box! [image: ]

MEDIUM MOVING BOXES

3.5 cu. ft

18" x 18" x 16"

£3.25

Our most versatile box, ideal for books, photo albums, toys, and more. They’re absolutely perfect for kitchenware, small appliances, and collectibles too. They’re great for mixing in heavier and lighter items, so you don’t end up with anything too heavy to lift. You’ll use these boxes the most, so make sure to grab a couple for each room.

	
LARGE MOVING BOXES                                                  

5.5 cu. ft

500 x 500 x 457mm

£3.95
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These are the big boys, excellent for the lighter and awkward sized stuff like pillows, blankets, towels, larger dishes, and even lamps. They’re also great for clothes and linens. We suggest using these for items that are lighter but would otherwise be awkward to carry on their own.

WARDROBE MOVING BOXES             

7.0 Cu . Ft

[image: ]

508 x 451 x 1220mm

£11.99

You can pack up your closet in just minutes with this one! It’s easy 

- just keep your clothes right on the hanger and hang them up inside this Wardrobe box. Not only can it hold all your clothes, but it also transforms into a cool spaceship GM1. So after you unpack, your kids can play inside!

We also have other boxes for more customized items from Picture Frame & Mirror Boxes, to Lamp Cartons and Dish Pack Boxes. Call us today to order you.

HOW MANY MOVING BOXES DOES ONE NEED TO PACK HOUSE?

We have made chart to make you? When picking out boxes, make sure to induce a variety of sizes. Some wardrobe boxes, many medium and many many! small boxes. Have a way better idea of exactly what number you’ll need, use our handy chart below to calculate the amount of each style of box to order. It's worth getting some extras, to be safe, don’t worry we'll take back any boxes you have not used. (It’s free!)[image: ]
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We provide all the materials necessary for an office move. You don’t have to worry about sourcing boxes, or bubble wrap,  We provide you the necessary packing materials at very competitive costs. Under your request our packers will Involved in removing and the perfect secure packing for your office belongings. We Use the right packing materials for office moving such as plastic boxes, heavy document, screen protector for your moving.

 

NEED OTHER MOVING PACKING MATERIALS?

 	
Packing Paper

	
BUBBLE WRAP

	
WHITE TAPE & FRAGILE TAPE


	
You can use these kitchens of paper to pack almost everything in your kitchen. They also won't leave smears or stains on your stuff like newspapers do.

 

 

	
Is made for all your items, The standard bubble wrap is perfect for protecting your valuable items. This protects valuables due to the special type of plastic material that is used with integral air pockets absorb shock upon impact when they are moving on the road.

	
White PVC cello tape is perfectly made for moving. Is one of the most common problem we face in the moving process, the boxes they open in the process of carrying, The tape we have is durable and flexible, providing an easy way to secure boxes and bubble wrap ensuring your valuables are kept secure, it don’t have to cello tape twice your boxes.


	
TAPE GUN

	
STORAGE PADS

	
FLOOR RUNNER


	
If you're packing up your home by yourself, a tape gun can take hours out of the method. Your tape will always be able to use - no more trying to find the sting on the roll!

	
These blanket type pads can help protect items during moving and transport. They’re also great for keeping surfaces safe while entering a storage unit.

	
These self-adhesive and disposable runners can save your carpet and floor from damage in your old and new home.
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                PACKING AND MOVING

                
Save your time and money by hiring our Professional movers and packers in London, dismantling and reassembling furnituree 

                                    Read More
                            


                        
                FREE MOVING COORDINATOR

                

A Dedicated Coordinator - It's important aspects of a successful and smoothly moving day is having a expert coordination to assist with all the questions.



                                    Read More
                            


                        
                INSURANCE

                
Fully insured service for your peace of mind. You are in good and knowledgeable hands and taken care of by our professional expert movers.

                                    Read More
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                If you have any questions: enquiries@gagomovers.com

                Give Us a Call: 0203 4884 660
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